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Gilmore Studios Brings
Instant Prints Across
Southern California with
DNP’s DS620A™ Photo Printer
“We are now able to sell our photo booth to our clients with more confidence because
we know the DS620A will consistently produce high quality prints with
minimal technical issues”.
What began as a unique husband and wife team shooting weddings on the weekends, Jennifer and Brian Gilmore have
since blossomed their love for photography into a booming wedding photography and portrait studio named Gilmore
Studios. Since 2003, the company has provided Southern California with a wide range of award-winning photography
services, including family portraits, headshots, weddings, destination shoots, and corporate events among many others.
Gilmore Studios also offers a photo booth as part of their events packages with instant prints produced directly on-site
from DNP’s DS620A dye-sublimation photo printer.
While the bulk of Gilmore Studios’ business has shifted in recent years from weddings and events to portraits, the
husband and wife team have recently increased their photo booth operations at weddings and corporate events due to the
reliability of the DS620A printer. “We are now able to sell our photo booth to our clients with more confidence because
we know the DS620A will consistently produce high quality prints with minimal technical issues,” said Jennifer Gilmore,
Owner & Photographer. “As a result, we have been very successful in the event space and we expect that to continue.”

Not only are the Gilmores impressed by the DS620A reliability
but also by its unique combination of print speed and output size
variety. The DS620A can produce standard 4”x6” images in less
than nine seconds and 5”x7” prints in approximately 15 seconds.
It also offers a wide range of print sizes, including 2”x6”(2-up)
photo strips, 2”x6”(4-up) photo strips, 3.5"x5”(2x), 4”x6”,
4”x6”(2x), 5”x7”, and 6”x8” prints as well as new 5”x5” and
6”x6” square prints.
“We experienced several issues with the initial printer we used
for our photo booth from breaking down on-site to the print
speeds causing long wait times for our clients,” said Jennifer
Gilmore. “With the DS620A, we no longer have to worry about
lines and we can offer almost any print size for our clients.”
At only 10.8-inches wide by 14.4-inches deep by 6.7-inches high,
the DS620A’s small footprint allows for easy transportation with
Gilmore Studios’ photo booth. The printer also features a standby
mode to lowers costs and increases profitability by making the
most efficient use of energy.
“From the reliability to the print variety and speeds, the DS620A is
extremely cost-efficient for our business,” said Jennifer Gilmore. “We
wouldn’t trust any other printer for our on-site printing needs.”
For additional information on DNP’s professional photo printing solutions,
please visit: www.dnpphoto.com/Printers/DS620A
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